Dear Turf Professional,

Welcome to the Disease ID Guide from Phoenix Environmental Care (PEC). It was created to help simplify some of the challenges you face in maintaining healthy, impressive playing surfaces, and we hope you’ll find it to be a convenient and valuable source of information.

As the Guide shows, Phoenix Environmental Care offers a full line of premium fungicides that perform exceptionally well on your most damaging turf disease problems. Our NexGen enhanced-technology products use only proven, high-quality ingredients trusted throughout the industry – but reformulated for even greater value and cost-effectiveness. In fact, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) officially certifies that PEC products contain ingredients that are equal or superior to the original chemistries. Our fungicide line, the broadest in the industry, provides products with differing modes of action to help you manage resistance more effectively.

PEC cares about delivering real, measurable benefits to you by providing products you can depend on, all backed by unbeatable support. If you ever have questions about anything in the Guide, please contact us at phoenixenvcare.com or (888) 240-8856.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Owen Towne
President, Phoenix Environmental Care